1. Press the upper portion of the white quick disconnect and lift the shoe off of the cleaner head.

1. Unscrew the hand-out & remove.

2. Remove the engine assembly from the body of the cleaner.

3. Remove the thrust washer.

4. Unscrew the outer extension pipe from the cup assembly.

5. Gently bend & separate the inner extension pipe from the cup assembly.

6. Push the diaphragm out of the top of the cup assembly through the bottom.

1. Lift out the main body cover.

2. Pull the front disk back and locate the hook.

3. Release the hook from the body assembly.

4. Remove the skid plate from the body assembly.

5. Pull the rear disk away from the body assembly.

6. Separate the complete disk assembly from the body assembly by pushing the body assembly while holding the discs.

7. Remove the rear disc from the foot pads & front disc.

8. Separate the foot pads from the front disc.